Inbound Transportation Routing Instructions

• Small Parcel Shipments (weighing less than 150 pound) should be sent via UPS Ground – Account Number 25360V.
• LTL - Less Than Truckload- shipments weighing over 151 pounds, should be shipped with the designated carrier per the LTL instructions below.
• Truckload shipments, consisting of 17 linear feet or 10,000 pounds, should be shipped with Coyote Logistics. Contact information- gwelectric@Coyote.com
  847-235-9849
• Flatbed shipment- Contact Coyote Logistics.

LTL Routing:
• Illinois- Zip Code ending in 600-608
  CXI Trucking – 847-290-8789 www.cxitrucking.com
• Illinois- Zip Code 609 -629
  Standard Forwarding – 877-744-7783
  www.standardforwarding.com
• Indiana – Standard Forwarding
• Iowa – Standard Forwarding
• Minnesota – Standard Forwarding
• Wisconsin – Standard Forwarding

All remaining states:
FedEx Freight – 800-463-3339 www.fedex.com

International/Import shipments:

• Contact G&W Logistics
  Jeff Thompson – 708-297-3788 jthompson@gwelec.com
  Robert Reyes – 708-297-3842 rreyes@gwelec.com